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For EL Scholars

*Please contact me if you need help.

Call or text my Google Voice number (321-325-5309)
Email: zook@parnassusprep.com

MR. ZOOK

SOL (4L)

Week 8

CHECKLIST: Mark each circle with an “X” once completed.

o Day 1 Worksheet(s) completed with name & date filled in.
o Day 2 Worksheet(s) completed with name & date filled in.
o Day 3 Worksheet(s) completed with name & date filled in.
o Day 4 Worksheet(s) completed with name & date filled in.
o Day 5 Worksheet(s) completed with name & date filled in.
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4L Art
Read me: Over the last few weeks we have been working on the human form and how to draw it propor�onally.
First, we went over how to draw a head and lay out a face. Then, we learned how to set up a s�ck skeleton and
draw out the body. This week, I want you to try and draw this open palm hand. Remember, if you have internet
access there are videos on the school's website to help you through this sketch.
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Step 1: Start by drawing in the simple shapes. To make the palm, start with a rectangle, then draw a
U shape from one bo�om corner to the other. To draw the ﬁngers and thumb, make joint circles and
bone lines. This should look like the example below, but also remind you of how you laid out the people
you drew the last few weeks. If your sketch resembles the image below, move on to the next step.
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Step 2: Start adding thickness to your ﬁngers, thumb and wrist. For your ﬁngers, just draw a large oval from
joint to joint. For the wrist, draw a large half circle under your palm shape then a cylinder below that. If your
drawing looks similar to the sketch below, you can move to the next step.
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Step 3: For this step, start to add details and shading , and erase any guide lines you no longer need.
If your hand sketch looks like the example below you should be good to send it back on the bus. If you
want to keep your drawing you can turn it in instead by taking a photo of it and emailing it to me at
Zachman@parnassusprep.com. Just make sure your full name is in the subject line of the email.
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4L English Reading
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DIRECTIONS: After reading the article, answer the questions that follow. Write in complete sentences
and support your ideas with specific details.

Classism Keeps the Poor Jobless
How Poverty Hinders Opportunity
© Jacqueline S. Homan February 28, 2009
Classism is the discrimination, oppression, or prejudice against an individual or group
based solely on actual or perceived socio-economic class. It shapes life chances.

Class is an undeniable factor when it comes to finding employment. An investigation by 20/20 in 2004
revealed that hiring decisions weigh heavily on job applicants' physical appearance. And teeth are a
significant part of personal physical appearance. Visibly decayed, broken, or missing teeth is a highly
noticeable social class marker.
Income Determines Class
When people apply for jobs, they're typically required to disclose their social security number on job
applications. Doing so grants consent for employers to do credit checks. Pulling credit reports is a form of
"poverty profiling" in the hiring process. The credit report is linked to an individual's social security
number. The credit report reveals age, which is often held against applicants by employers. Applicants with
significant work history gaps are the most disadvantaged in the hiring process. The credit report also
reveals where an individual lives. It shows any outstanding medical bills, indicating an applicant might
have health problems which can deter employment - even though job discrimination against those with
disabilities and medical conditions is a violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Credit reports also show if someone has a troubled payment history for basic life-sustaining utilities and
evictions from non-payment of rent. Difficulty paying for basic shelter and utilities is a red flag indicating
that someone is poor, "the other" - and therefore an undeserving, unworthy, social deviant who failed to get
with the middle class program.
Levi Hipp, former general manager for the Wal-Marts which opened in Erie, Pennsylvania's impoverished
east side in 2004 admitted that it was corporate policy to avoid hiring those from the lowest socio-economic
rung. Hipp stated during his February 2004 interview that, "the poor are more likely to steal and lack work
ethic." The Wal-Mart jobs were part-time and paid $6 an hour, with no benefits.
But it's not just negative stereotypes about the poor that serve as barriers to employment and other social
opportunities. Lack of connections and cultural capital and resources also hold the poor back. When you're
poor, you live in a world of only the poor. Consequently, your social network is only made up of other poor
people - those who are unable to help with references or social opportunities that lead to job opportunities.
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Class Determines Employment
It can be argued that class can be changed by employment because a job will lift someone out of poverty. A
good job will bump you up a notch or three on the socio-economic ladder. But job loss and a protracted,
fruitless job search will hurl you into the death spiral of poverty. Since employers engage in poverty
profiling and lookism, class determines one's opportunities. Class determines employment, which
determines class in a macabre catch-22.
It can be claimed that class bias is easier to circumvent than race, age, and gender because poor whites can
simply take a bath, don a thrift store suit, and change their name in order to "pass" for middle or upper
class. But class is not so easy to fake. Chuck Barone, PhD of Dickenson University points out that class is
less fluid than most people assume. Lack of access to dental care and inability to afford to shine up your
image or obtain cosmetic surgery to correct flaws such as weight problems, etc., are evident in personal
appearance. The inability to afford to go out in order to cultivate social capital also hold the poor back.
When you're poor, you can't afford to participate in society and build cultural and social capital - the
connections which facilitate access to opportunity. When you're poor, you cannot "pass" for middle or
upper class.

SOURCE: http://poverty.suite101.com/article.cfm/classism
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4L History Reading
Week 8
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HISTORICAL BIOGRAPHIES
Pol Pot (1925-1998)

Pol Pot was leader of the Khmer Rouge, a communist regime that ruled Cambodia between
1975 and 1979, and caused the deaths of more than one million people.
Pol Pot was born Saloth Sar on 19 May 1925 in Kompong Thong province in central Cambodia.
The country was then a French protectorate and Pol Pot, whose family were relatively
prosperous, was educated in a series of French-speaking schools. In 1949, he won a
scholarship to study in Paris where he became involved in communist politics.
He returned to Cambodia in 1953 and became one of the leaders of an underground
communist movement, the 'Khmer Rouge'. In 1963, the Khmer Rouge set up guerrilla bases in
remote regions of the country to fight the government of Prince Sihanouk. In 1970, Sihanouk
was overthrown by General Lon Nol. Civil war broke out between Lon Nol's army and the
Khmer Rouge.
In April 1975, the Khmer Rouge captured the Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh. Led by Pol Pot,
they reset the calendar to 'Year Zero' and attempted to transform Cambodia into their vision of
a communist, rural society. All inhabitants of Cambodian cities and towns were expelled to
work in agricultural communes. Money, private property and religion were abolished.
Thousands were murdered in special detention centers and thousands more died from
starvation and overwork.
After raids by the Khmer Rouge across their border, the Vietnamese invaded Cambodia and in
1979 overthrew the Khmer Rouge regime. Pol Pot fled to the border region with Thailand from
where he fought against the Vietnamese-backed government in Phnom Penh. The Khmer
Rouge continued to receive support from abroad because of their opposition to the
communist regime in Vietnam.
In 1997, after a power struggle within the Khmer Rouge, Pol Pot was arrested by former
colleagues and sentenced to life under house arrest. He died on 15 April 1998.
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You're witnessing history: Minnesota archivists call for help documenting...

1 of 3

https://www.startribune.com/you-re-witnessing-history-minnesota-histor...
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5/12/2020, 2:29 PM

The Diary of Anne Frank - 2020 production by artists in isolation | Park Square Theatre

+

A MESSAGE ABOUT COVID-19: Learn about Park Square's actions at this time of uncertainty. READ MORE »
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THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK
A special presentation created by artists in isolation
EXTENDED! Now available for streaming through May 24, 2020
By Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett
Directed by Ellen Fenster
It’s utterly impossible for me to build my life on a foundation of chaos, suffering and death. I see
the world as slowly being transformed into a wilderness, I hear that approaching thunder that,
one day, will destroy us too, I hear the suffering of millions. And yet, when I look up at the sky, I
somehow feel that everything will change for the better.”
— Anne Frank
As people around the world are sheltering in place, the artists and theatre makers at Park Square Theatre looked
to its mission and existing work to find a new way to engage with one another, with the current global insecurity
and with the past.
Park Square was set to open its 21st production of The Diary of Anne Frank to over 12,000 middle and high
school students when Minnesota’s shelter in place orders took effect. While not being able put on a live show,
there was a compulsion on the part of the cast and company to share the play’s essential message with students,
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https://parksquaretheatre.org/education/education-matinees-2019-2020-season/education-…

5/19/2020

Secret War Educator Toolkit – Minnesota Remembers Vietnam
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A Minnesota PBS Initiative

Secret War Educator Toolkit
A partnership of TPT and the Minnesota Humanities Center

In the shadows of the Vietnam War, the CIA conducted a secret war in Laos that
relied on Hmong soldiers to prevent the threat of communism from spreading
deeper into Southeast Asia. A brand new collection of resources based on the
Twin Cities PBS documentary America’s Secret War empowers educators to
bring this story into their classrooms in fresh and engaging ways.
First-person storytelling, interactive maps, and accessible guides make themes
like duty, sacrifice, migration, and freedom relevant for all of us. Activities also
embrace concepts of the Humanities Center’s approach to engagement through
absent narratives- those voices often left out or marginalized- with the goal of
helping students engage others with respect and empathy.
Start here with the America’s Secret War Educator Toolkit Rationale.
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https://www.mnvietnam.org/secret-war-educator-toolkit/

5/19/2020

Secret War Educator Toolkit – Minnesota Remembers Vietnam
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FILM & VIEWING GUIDE
WATCH THE FILM

A Minnesota PBS Initiative

Viewing Guide: PDF DOCUMENT | WORD DOCUMENT

Click the .pdf or Word .doc links below to download the activity guides to use in
your classroom.

LANGUAGE ARTS
prepared by Chong Thao, a high school English Language
Arts teacher for Saint Paul Public Schools. View Unit
Rationale.
PDF DOCUMENT | WORD DOCUMENT

SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES: DUTY &
SACRIFICE
prepared by Michael Paulson, a high school social studies
teacher for Intermediate District 287. View Unit Rationale.
PDF DOCUMENT | WORD DOCUMENT

SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES:
MIGRATION
prepared by Thown Va Thor, a middle school social
studies teacher at New Millennium Academy
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https://www.mnvietnam.org/secret-war-educator-toolkit/

5/19/2020

4L Latin Distance Learning
– Week of May 22-28 –
Directions:
- Study new Ch. 38 vocabulary. You do not need to make a foldable, but you
should be familiar with the words for translation!
- Carefully read through our new Ch. 38 grammar notes part II on “The
Supine”
- On the page labelled “Latin Exercises”, write your name and class (hour) in
the top right, and translate #1-5 to turn in. For optional/ enrichment
additionally translate #6-12
As always, please reach out to me with any questions you have (including the
“enrichment” work)!
 The so called “Augustus of

Meroë”, a piece of a larger-thanlife bronze statue of the 1st Roman
emperor Augustus. Found in
modern day Sudan in 1910, it was
likely captured from Roman Egypt
by forces of Queen Amanirenas of
the African kingdom of Kush
around 24 BCE. Currently housed
in the British Museum in London,
UK.
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Chapter 38 Grammar Notes II
The Supine
A verbal noun with fourth declension endings used only in the acc. and abl. sing., made from the fourth
principal part of the verb.
Acc.

laudātum

monitum

āctum

audītum

captum

Abl.

laudātū

monitū

āctū

audītū

captū

The supine has two uses only; each one is translated like an infinitive:
1) Abl. of Respect with neuter adjectives:
mīrābile dictū

amazing to say

facile factū

easy to do

2) Acc. with verbs of motion to indicate purpose:
ībant Rōmam rogātum pecūniam.

They were going to Rome to ask for money.

persuāsum amīcīs vēnērunt.

They came to persuade their friends.

Note A) There are alternative ways to translate the supine, but for the sake of convenience, if you think of it
sounding like an infinitive, you’ll never be wrong!**
Note B) Sometimes it can be tricky to tell whether you have a perfect passive participle or a supine. Just
remember that the supine is always declined in the 4th declension, and only exists in ablative and accusative,
which narrows things down quite a bit!)
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4L Logic (Required)
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Unit 4--Lesson 25

Civil War

173
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Ms Twedt 4L Science Reading
Overview
Darwin’s Principle of Natural Selection
What is Natural Selection? Natural selection is a term coined by Charles Darwin. It describes the
way a species’ environment selects favorable traits. For example, if an environment is very dry,
the ability of an organism to use less water is a more favorable trait.
Variations within a species are caused by differences in individuals’ genes. Random mutations
in an individual’s DNA can cause new characteristics. These differences arise from several
factors explained by the mechanisms of inheritance and genetics. Random mutations in an
individual’s DNA can introduce a gene variant, which results in new traits. For example, a
mutation of the gene that controls the normal coat color of a tiger (light orange) could cause
new coat colors (white or dark orange) to arise. Genetic differences are not limited to simply
coat color, but can affect almost every aspect of a plant or animal (size, shape, life span, etc.)
These random mutations, which cause variations to arise within a species, set the stage for
artificial selection.
Darwin was aware that humans had been performing artificial selection for tens of thousands
of years. Artificial selection is when humans choose specific individuals of a species with a
desired characteristic to reproduce over others in order to produce offspring with the desired
characteristics. For example, humans choose to breed the fastest horses to produce the fastest
offspring.
Darwin wondered if artificial selection could be found in the wild. He saw a wide variety of
animals and plants, but could not decipher “how some individuals were selected to reproduce
more offspring.” Suddenly, Darwin saw the answer to his question: Animals that are more fit to
their environment have a higher reproductive and survival rate.
What does it mean to be fit?
An individual’s fitness is described as its ability to produce enough fertile offspring to replace
itself. One example of the importance of fitness can be found in the reproduction and evolution
of the peppered moths in England.
Peppered moths spend most of their time resting on tree trunks. Hundreds of years ago, the
bark of these trees was light colored, and most of these moths were light colored, so they could
blend into the bark of the trees in their environment. This camouflage allowed them to hide
from predators. In the 1800’s, the growth of industry began polluting the air in the moth’s
environment. The soot from the factories caused all of the tree trunks to turn black. The light
colored moths no longer matched the bark of the trees and were, therefore, easily spotted by
predators. Because most of the light-colored moths were being eaten, only dark-colored moths
were left to reproduce. These dark moths were able to pass on their dark coloring to their
offspring through inheritance.
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(Because the darker moths were better suited to their environment, they are considered
more fit than the lighter colored moths.)
Darwin’s Finches – How Darwin discovered evolution
After traveling around the globe on the HMS Beagle, Charles Darwin realized that when
variation is combined with a selective pressure, such as natural selection, the results can be
changes in the species, or the creation of a new species. To Darwin, this seemed to be most
obviously displayed in the Galapagos finches.
On the Galapagos Islands, Darwin observed many similar finches that lived on different islands. It was
not until Darwin returned that he noticed that these finches were actually of separate species. How did
these birds become different species? The environment of the islands are slightly different so natural
selection preferred different traits.
(Overtime, the different groups of finches accumulated different traits and adaptations, and evolved
into a different species.)

It is believed that finches from the mainland of Ecuador settled in
ecologically different islands off the coast. These birds then evolved
over time due to the different selective pressures on each island.

Imagine that on one of the Galapagos Islands, the most common food source was small seeds.
This is a selective pressure. From the original population, finches with smaller beaks were
better at getting to the seeds. So, having a smaller beak was a favorable trait. These finches
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were more likely to live longer and reproduce more than the finches with bigger beaks. The
finches with smaller beaks were more fit - they had the best beak to survive in their
environment. Since the finches with smaller beaks were more likely to reproduce, the next
generation of finches had more individuals with small beaks. This is the process of natural
selection. This process continued over time, until all of the finches on this particular island had
smaller beaks. Keep in mind that the other Galapagos Islands had different environments where
different adaptations were developing.

Vocabulary
Natural SelectionThe process by which environmental conditions
determine what characteristics of a species are favorable traits for that particular
environment. Eventually, the individuals with the favorable traits have a higher
rate of reproduction and survival.
2. AdaptationThe alteration in an organism’s behavior or body resulting from natural
selection. This change occurs over an extended period of time. Adaptations are
tailored to the organism’s environmental niche.
3. Favorable TraitA characteristic that benefits an organism under its environmental conditions.
This trait gives an organism an advantage over organisms without it.
4. EvolutionThe accumulation of changes through inheritance within a population that
occurs over a series of generations.
5. Divergent EvolutionWhen a species splits into two or more species due to the accumulation of
different traits or adaptations. The adaptations arise due to different or unique
environmental pressures placed on the species.
6. SpeciesA group of organisms (plants or animals) that are capable of breeding with other
members of the same group but are unable to produce fertile offspring with
other organisms.
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One important ability in science is being able to carry out and record careful observations of
the natural world and phenomena.

This lesson helps you practice your observation and recording skills by having you engage in an
activity that is enjoyed by millions of people all over the world: birdwatching. Birds are found in
many different environments around the world and they come in many different sizes and
colors. This makes them a good species to observe either in a schoolyard, a city park, or in your
own backyard.
•
•
•
•
•

Have you observed birds around your home?
What types of birds have you seen? Can you identify them?
What characteristics are common for most birds?
What characteristics are different?
What are some places where you can do birdwatching?
(Since birds are found in cities as well as in the country, no matter where you
live, you should be able to observe some birds. Even in the city, you can look out
a window and look at a tree nearby or up in the sky. There are birds like pigeons
and sparrows that eat what they find on the streets and birds of prey that hunt
them.)

•

What is the most important thing to do when birdwatching?
(Keep quiet and pay attention!)

•

What are some good things to do while sketching a bird?
(You should sketch while keeping your eyes on the bird as much as possible. You
should not worry about how good your drawing is. The act of drawing itself helps
to focus your attention. Along with the sketch, you should make little notes to
yourself about what you see.)

(The physical characteristics include things like the color and the shape of the bird. Birds come
in a rainbow of colors, from red to purple, and black, white, or brown. Many birds have
characteristic silhouettes, like the V shape of a Turkey Vulture in flight. They also have
distinctive beaks and feet.)
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The Science of Bird Beaks come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Each bird species has a beak
adapted to obtain and eat different foods. For example, some beaks are designed to scoop fish
from the water, whereas others are designed to probe for insects. This is similar to how we
might use a spoon to eat soup or a fork to eat a salad.
Selected Types of Bird Beaks
• Hooked: These beaks curve down and come to a sharp point that is used for killing prey and
tearing flesh. Examples: eagles, hawks, and owls.
• Cracker: These beaks are short and cone-shaped, used for cracking shells and extracting the
inner nuts or seeds. Examples: sparrows, finches, and bluejays.
• Tweezer: These beaks are thin and function like a pair of tweezers to pick up insects.
Examples: warblers and wrens.
• Strainer: These beaks are long and flat, and have an internal comb-like structure to filter food
from a mouthful of water, sand, and other debris. Examples: ducks and swans.
• Pouched: These beaks are designed to scoop fish from the water. Examples: pelicans.
https://extension.oregonstate.edu
Here is a description of common birds.
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Hummingbirds: birds that have long, hollow beaks that protect the bird’s tongue; they
use their tongue to slurp up nectar – Ruby-throated and Anna’s,
Herons and egrets: birds that hunt for fish in shallow water have long, sharp beaks that
they use to catch or spear fish – Great Blue Heron and Snowy Egret,
Birds of prey (raptors): birds that eat other animals have strong, sharp beaks to tear the
meat into pieces small enough to swallow – Great Horned Owl, Bald Eagle, and Cooper’s
Hawk,
Shorebirds: birds with very long, thin beaks that they use to probe for food in the sand
or mud – Spotted Sandpiper, American Woodcock, and Wilson’s Snipe,
Woodpeckers: birds that drill for food under bark have strong beaks which are sturdy
and taper at the tip, forming a chisel for pecking holes in trees – Downy, Hairy, and
Pileated,
Seed eaters: birds that have short, strong, triangular-shaped bills that can crack open
seeds – Northern Cardinal, American Goldfinch, Song Sparrow, White-throated Sparrow,
and Rose-breasted Grosbeak,
Aerial insectivores: birds that feed while in flight, catching and eating airborne insects
have beaks that are very short and flat; their mouths open very wide and act like nets to
trap flying bugs – Tree and Barn Swallow, Common Nighthawk, Purple Martin, and
Chimney Swift,
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•

•

Flamingos and some ducks (only certain ducks are filter feeders.): birds that have
beaks that act like strainers; they filter their food, plants, seeds, and small animals, from
the water using the comb-like edge of their beak; water enters at the tip of the beak and
exits out the sides – Flamingo, Mallard, and Blue-winged Teal,
Warblers and thrushes: birds with sharp, pointed beaks; used to pick insects from
leaves, logs, and twigs – Yellow Warbler, Common Yellow throat, American Robin, Wood
Thrush, and Ovenbird.

https://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/beaks/
How is each bird’s beak an example of how the bird has adapted to its environment?
Each of the birds on the next page lives in a particular environment. Environments are very
diverse! Each environment has many specifics characteristics, like the kind of food available,
how much water there is, what kinds of plants it has, etc. These characteristics act as a kind of
pressure on the birds that live there, and the birds that have more adequate traits survive the
longest and breed the most. Over time, these selective pressures help the birds become more
adapted to their environment.
Did you know, a beak is almost like a bird’s hand? Birds utilize their beaks to do many things - to
eat, to manipulate objects, to kill prey, to probe for food, and to feed their young. Because
beaks are such an important everyday tool for birds, they are great examples to help us
understand the adaptations of a particular bird.

https://bio.libretexts.org
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University of Houston Photo – The adaptive characteristics of bill and foot structure
optimize a bird’s ability to thrive in its environment
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